CONFIDENCE
BED HANDLE

Who says your life becomes dull when you retire? Between grandkid visits, dream vacations and
other adventures, you need a place to recharge, and what better place to do that than in your very
own bed- that same bed that you cozy into every night with your favorite book; and the same
bedroom that lights up every morning with the sunrise. The Confidence Bed Handle is strong, but
not overbearing. It tucks under your mattress and says, “Welcome back! Let’s rest up for your next
adventure." So whether you’re sleeping in or catnapping, the Confidence Bed Handle will make
sure you have a safe landing in the comfort of your own home.
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FEATURES

WHAT CUSTOMERS ARE SAYING

MICHAEL
"Easy to install and a perfect
way to help assist sitting up in
bed for balance and leverage.
My dad needed help with
balance and leverage to sit up
in bed and get his bearings.
We didn't need bed rails, just
something for him to grip
and help him pull to a sitting
position. This was perfect."

Your bedroom is your sanctuary. It’s
where you go to escape, relax, and
recharge. Now, you can have the
support you need, with a discrete
bedside handle. The Confidence Bed
Handle from Signature Life offers
extra stability so you can stand with
confidence and peace of mind.

RYLIE
"Exactly what we were needing.
Strap wraps around the box
spring or mattress and anchors
the side rail to the bed making
it a reliable handle for Mom to
use when standing from the
bed or getting ready to sit on
the bed."

COMFORT GRIP HANDLE
Non-Slip cushion handle makes it
easy to get in and out of bed

HELPFUL TIP: Anyone that uses a cane,
walker, or rollator can benefit from using
a bed rail. Whether you need to use the
bathroom in the middle of the night, or just
need a helping hand to stand, the Confidence
Bed Handle is discrete, yet provides that
extra support you need.

DESIGNER ORGANIZER POUCH
Leather-like organizer pouch
keeps handy items close by

EASY ASSEMBLY
Assembles in just minutes with 4
bolts & included tool

SAFETY STRAP
Secures to the bed frame with
included safety strap
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SPECIFICATIONS
the details

25.5"

19.5"

STRONG
Weight capacity 300 lbs

LIGHT WEIGHT
Weight only 6.5 lbs

EASY ASSEMBLY
Installs in minutes with 4
bolts & included tool

BED TYPES
Attaches to most any home
or common adjustable bed
with included safety strap. Fits
mattress height of 10"- 17"

PACKAGE DIMENSIONS
21.25" H x 8" L x 2.25" W
17"
Mattress

10"
Mattress

CASE DIMENSIONS
5/case, 21.25" H x 8" L x
11.25" W

Handle
Width 6.5”

Fits 10-17 inch Mattresses
height adjustment
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ADJUSTABLE
Handle height adjusts
19.5” to 25.5” from base
of mattress

secures to bed frame

Base
Length 20”

Base
Width 16”

"The older I get, the less I care
about what people think of me.
Therefore the older I get, the
more I enjoy life."
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